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Recap: Text Classification
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Recap: Text Classification
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f (        ) = y
I want 1
have you 2
how many 2
isn’t it 1
…

happy 1

love 2

recommend 2

Representation of data (x)

f ( x ) = y



Recap: Text Classification
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f (        ) = y
I want 1
have you 2
how many 2
isn’t it 1
…

happy 1

love 2

recommend 2

Does this representation capture 
semantics of your text (x) ?
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Define “cup”



Three ways of looking at word meaning
❑ Decompositional

o What characteristics/components of what the word represents

❑ Ontological
o How the meaning of the word relates to the meanings of other words

❑ Distributional
o What contexts the word is found in, relative to other words
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Decompositional semantics

Color: green, blue, black, etc

Shape:

Texture: ceramic, wood, 
glass, clay, etc



Limitations of decompositional semantics
❑ Where do the features come from?

o How to divide semantic space into features?
o How to settle on a “final” list? 

❑ How do you assign features to concepts and map these 
features to real world objects in a principled way?
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Computationally less useful due to 
its subjectivity and lack of scalability



Ontological semantics
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https://lexical-graph.herokuapp.com/

https://lexical-graph.herokuapp.com/


WordNet
❑ A lexical resource that organizes words 

according to their semantic relations.

❑ Words have different senses

❑ Each sense is associated with a synset;
o a set of words that are roughly synonymous 

for a particular sense

❑ These synsets are associated with one 
another through relations like antonymy, 
hyponymy, and meronomy
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https://wordnet.princeton.edu/

Antonymy

https://wordnet.princeton.edu/


Semantic relations
❑ Synonymy — equivalence

o <small, little>
❑ Antonymy — opposition

o <small, large>
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Semantic relations
❑ Synonymy — equivalence

o <small, little>
❑ Antonymy — opposition

o <small, large>
❑ Attribute
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Semantic relations
❑ Synonymy — equivalence

o <small, little>
❑ Antonymy — opposition

o <small, large>
❑ Meronymy — part-of relation 

o <liver, body>
❑ Holonymy — has-a relation

o <body, liver>
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Semantic relations
❑ Synonymy — equivalence

o <small, little>
❑ Antonymy — opposition

o <small, large>
❑ Meronymy — part-of relation 

o <liver, body>
❑ Holonymy — has-a relation

o <body, liver>
❑ Hyponymy — subset; is-a relation 

o <dog, mammal>
❑ Hypernymy — superset 

o <mammal, dog>
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Synsets for dog (n)
❑ S: (n) dog, domestic dog, Canis familiaris (a member of the genus Canis 

(probably descended from the common wolf) that has been domesticated by man 
since prehistoric times; occurs in many breeds) "the dog barked all night" 

❑ S: (n) dog (informal term for a man) "you lucky dog" 
❑ S: (n) cad, bounder, blackguard, dog, hound, heel (someone who is morally 

reprehensible) "you dirty dog" 
❑ S: (n) frank, frankfurter, hotdog, hot dog, dog, wiener, wienerwurst, weenie (a 

smooth-textured sausage of minced beef or pork usually smoked; often served 
on a bread roll) 

❑ S: (n) pawl, detent, click, dog (a hinged catch that fits into a notch of a ratchet to 
move a wheel forward or prevent it from moving backward) 

❑ S: (n) andiron, firedog, dog, dog-iron (metal supports for logs in a fireplace) "the 
andirons were too hot to touch"
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Tools for WordNet
❑ Original English WordNet project:

o https://wordnet.princeton.edu/related-projects
❑ WordNets in the World (many languages 

available):
o http://globalwordnet.org/resources/wordnets-in-

the-world/
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Taxonomy Enrichment with Text and Graph Vector Representations

https://wordnet.princeton.edu/related-projects
http://globalwordnet.org/resources/wordnets-in-the-world/
http://globalwordnet.org/resources/wordnets-in-the-world/


Tools for WordNet
❑ NLTK (Python)

o https://www.nltk.org/howto/wordnet.html
❑ Graph visualization

o https://github.com/aliiae/lexical-graph
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https://www.nltk.org/howto/wordnet.html
https://github.com/aliiae/lexical-graph


Quantifying Information Content (IC)
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Adapted from Lin. 1998. An information Theoretic Definition of Similarity. ICML.
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L. Fei-Fei and J. Deng. ImageNet: Where have we been? Where are we going?, CVPR Beyond 
ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge workshop, 2017, pdf

ImageNet based on WordNet

https://www.image-net.org/static_files/files/imagenet_ilsvrc2017_v1.0.pdf
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https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/

Lemma

Sense
Definition

Usage

Dictionary: A Database for Lexical Semantics

https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/


Urban Dictionary
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https://www.urbandictionary.com/

https://www.urbandictionary.com/
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What are the main NLP tasks?



Ask humans how similar 2 words are
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Word 1 Word 2 similarity

vanish disappear ?

SimLex-999 dataset (Hill et al., 2015)



Ask humans how similar 2 words are
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Word 1 Word 2 similarity

vanish disappear 9.8

SimLex-999 dataset (Hill et al., 2015)



Ask humans how similar 2 words are
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Word 1 Word 2 similarity

vanish disappear 9.8

behave obey

SimLex-999 dataset (Hill et al., 2015)



Ask humans how similar 2 words are
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Word 1 Word 2 similarity

vanish disappear 9.8

behave obey 7.3

SimLex-999 dataset (Hill et al., 2015)



Ask humans how similar 2 words are
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Word 1 Word 2 similarity

vanish disappear 9.8

behave obey 7.3

belief impression 5.95

muscle bone 3.65

modest flexible 0.98

hole agreement 0.3

SimLex-999 dataset (Hill et al., 2015)



Polysemy
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Sense 1 Sense 2

Of poor quality or little 
worth.

slang (orig. U.S.). Formidable, good.

A word sense is a representation of one 
aspect of a word’s meaning.



Polysemy
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Sense 1 Sense 2

bad Of poor quality or little 
worth.

slang (orig. U.S.). Formidable, good.

A word sense is a representation of one 
aspect of a word’s meaning.



Polysemy
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Sense 1 Sense 2

bad Of poor quality or little 
worth.

slang (orig. U.S.). Formidable, good.

A word sense is a representation of one 
aspect of a word’s meaning.

sick Suffering from illness of 
any kind; ill, unwell, ailing.

slang (now esp. Skateboarding and 
Surfing). Excellent, impressive; 
risky.



Polysemy
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Sense 1 Sense 2

bad Of poor quality or little 
worth.

slang (orig. U.S.). Formidable, good.

A word sense is a representation of one 
aspect of a word’s meaning.

sick Suffering from illness of 
any kind; ill, unwell, ailing.

slang (now esp. Skateboarding and 
Surfing). Excellent, impressive; 
risky.

“thats sick man”
https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=sick

Word Sense 
Disambiguation (WSD)

https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=sick


Semcor
❑ 200K+ words from Brown corpus tagged with Wordnet senses.
❑ Benchmark for word sense disambiguation (WSD)
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Semcor
❑ 200K+ words from Brown corpus tagged with Wordnet senses.
❑ Benchmark for word sense disambiguation (WSD)
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Semcor
❑ 200K+ words from Brown corpus tagged with Wordnet senses.
❑ Benchmark for word sense disambiguation (WSD)
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OntoNotes

❑ Annotate a large corpus comprising various 
genres of text (news, conversational 
telephone speech, weblogs, usenet
newsgroups, broadcast, talk shows) in three 
languages (English, Chinese, and Arabic) 
with structural information (syntax and 
predicate argument structure) and shallow 
semantics (word sense linked to an ontology 
and coreference).

❑ Another benchmark for WSD
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Hovy, E., Marcus, M., Palmer, M., Ramshaw, L., & Weischedel, R. (2006, June) OntoNotes: 
The 90% Solution NAACL, Companion Volume: Short Papers (pp. 57-60).

https://aclanthology.org/N06-2015.pdf
https://aclanthology.org/N06-2015.pdf
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The founder of Pakistan's nuclear program, Abdul 
Qadeer Khan, has admitted that he transferred 
nuclear technology to Iran, Libya, and North Korea”.
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The founder of Pakistan's nuclear program, Abdul 
Qadeer Khan, has admitted that he transferred 
nuclear technology to Iran, Libya, and North Korea”.

WordNet Ontology
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The founder of Pakistan's nuclear program, Abdul 
Qadeer Khan, has admitted that he transferred 
nuclear technology to Iran, Libya, and North Korea”.

Propositional 
connection
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The founder of Pakistan's nuclear program, Abdul 
Qadeer Khan, has admitted that he transferred 
nuclear technology to Iran, Libya, and North Korea”.

VerbNet
(https://uvi.colorado.edu/uvi_search )

FrameNet
(https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/ )

https://uvi.colorado.edu/uvi_search
https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/
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The founder of Pakistan's nuclear program, Abdul 
Qadeer Khan, has admitted that he transferred 
nuclear technology to Iran, Libya, and North Korea”.



OntoNotes
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The founder of Pakistan's nuclear program, Abdul 
Qadeer Khan, has admitted that he transferred 
nuclear technology to Iran, Libya, and North Korea”.

Hovy, E., Marcus, M., Palmer, M., Ramshaw, L., & Weischedel, R. (2006, June) OntoNotes: 
The 90% Solution NAACL, Companion Volume: Short Papers (pp. 57-60).

https://aclanthology.org/N06-2015.pdf
https://aclanthology.org/N06-2015.pdf


Limitations of WordNet and ontological semantics

❑ WordNet is a useful resource, but there are intrinsic limits
o It requires many years of manual effort by experts like skilled lexicographers
o Some lexicographers are not skilled, and this has led to inconsistencies 

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WordNet)
o Ontology is only as good as ontologists; not driven by data

❑ Sparse
o wicked, sick, badass, ninja..

❑ Hard to compute word relationships
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Let’s look into lexical semantics driven by 
data and not rely on lexicographers

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WordNet


Three ways of looking at word meaning
❑ Decompositional

o What characteristics/components of what the word represents

❑ Ontological
o How the meaning of the word relates to the meanings of other words

❑ Distributional
o What contexts the word is found in, relative to other words
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Assumptions in distributional semantics
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“You shall know a word by the company it keeps”
Firth, J. R. 1957:11

“The meaning of word is its use in the language”
Wittgenstein PI 43

“If A and B have almost identical environments
we say that they are synonyms.” Harris 1954
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What does “beef” mean?



Beef
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Sentences from the brown corpus. Extracted from the concordancer in The Compleat Lexical Tutor, http://www.lextutor.ca/

http://www.lextutor.ca/


Beef
❑ Suppose you see these sentences:

o "there was the smell of roast beef“
o “I smell seared beef, and my stomach twists 

from hunger.”

❑ Suppose you’ve also seen these:
o ..a piece of meat roasted or for roasting..
o ..So long as the meat was seared, they gulped 

down several times their own weight every day, 
…
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Beef is the culinary name for meat from cattle.
Wikipedia, “beef”

Beef is a meat roasted or seared with smell.



Beef
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Sentences from the brown corpus. Extracted from the concordancer in The Compleat Lexical Tutor, http://www.lextutor.ca/

http://www.lextutor.ca/
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0.7

1.3

-4.5

Beef

Learning a vector representation of “Beef” from context



Model of meaning focusing on similarity

❑ Each word = a vector

❑ Not just “word”; Similar 
words are nearby in space

❑ The standard way to 
represent meaning in 
“NLP” these days
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0.7

1.3

-4.5



Distributed representation
❑ Vector representation that encodes information about the 

distribution of contexts a word appears in 

❑ Words that appear in similar contexts have similar representations 
(and similar meanings, by the distributional hypothesis). 

❑ We have several different ways we can encode the notion of 
“context.”
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Different kinds of encoding “context”
❑ Count-based

o PMI, TF-IDF
❑ Class-based 

o Brown clusters
❑ Distributed prediction-based (type) embeddings

o Word2vec, GloVe, Fasttext
❑ Distributed contextual (token) embeddings from language models

o ELMo, BERT, GPT
❑ Many more variants

o Multilingual / multi-sense / syntactic embeddings, etc

52
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Term-document matrix
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Hamlet

knife 1

dog

sword 2

love 64

like 75

…

Context = appearing in the same document.

Macbeth Romeo & 
Juliet

Richard lll Julius 
Caesar

Tempest

1 4 2 2

6 12 2

2 7 5 5

135 63 12

38 34 36 34 41



Word vectors
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Vector representation of the term; 
vector size = number of documents

knife 1 1 4 2 2

sword 2 2 7 5 5



Cosine Similarity

❑ Calculate the cosine similarity between the two word vectors, 
to judge the degree of their similarity [Salton 1971]

Note:
❑ Euclidean distance measures the magnitude of distance 

between two points
❑ Cosine similarity measures their orientation
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https://cmry.github.io/notes/euclidean-v-cosine

https://cmry.github.io/notes/euclidean-v-cosine
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Hamlet Macbeth Romeo & 
Juliet

Richard lll Julius 
Caesar

Tempest

knife 1 1 4 2 2

dog 6 12 2

sword 2 2 7 5 5

love 64 135 63 12

like 75 38 34 36 34 41

…

cos (knife, knife)

cos (knife, dog)

cos (knife, sword)

cos (knife, love)

cos (knife, like)

1.0

0.11

0.99

0.65

0.61

Not all dimensions are equally informative.
Let’s weight dimensions!



TF-IDF
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IDF

0.07

0.30

0.07

0.20

0.00

Hamlet Macbeth Romeo & 
Juliet

Richard lll Julius 
Caesar

Tempest

knife 1 1 4 2 2

dog 6 12 2

sword 2 2 7 5 5

love 64 135 63 12

like 75 38 34 36 34 41

…

IDF indicates the informativeness of the 
terms when comparing documents.
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https://datavizs21.classes.andrewheiss.com/example/13-example/

https://datavizs21.classes.andrewheiss.com/example/13-example/
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Pecina, P. (2008). Lexical Association 
Measures: Collocation Extraction.



(Optional) Topic Modeling
❑ A probabilistic model for 

discovering hidden “topics” 
(groups of terms that tend to 
occur together) in documents. 

❑ Unsupervised (find interesting 
structure in the data)

❑ Clustering tokens into topics
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Topic Modeling

63



64



Different kinds of encoding “context”
❑ Count-based

o PMI, TF-IDF
❑ Class-based 

o Brown clusters
❑ Distributed prediction-based (type) embeddings

o Word2vec, GloVe, Fasttext
❑ Distributed contextual (token) embeddings from language models

o ELMo, BERT, GPT
❑ Many more variants

o Multilingual / multi-sense / syntactic embeddings, etc
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Questions
❑ How do you define “beautiful”? Is it more difficult to 

define “beautiful” than it is to define “cup”?

❑ How does your representation know “elephant” is bigger 
than “mouse”?

❑ Distributional semantics can be de-compositional or 
ontologically represented? How to combine them?
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Pointwise Mutual  Information (PMI)
❑ Mutual information provides a measure of how independent two 

variables (X and Y) are.

❑ Pointwise mutual information measures the independence of two 
outcomes (x and y)
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Pointwise Mutual  Information (PMI)
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w = word, 
c = context what if this count (w,c) 

never occur together?

Positive
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total

10

20

21

274

258

Hamlet Macbeth Romeo & 
Juliet

Richard lll Julius 
Caesar

Tempest

knife 1 1 4 2 2

dog 6 12 2

sword 2 2 7 5 5

love 64 135 63 12

like 75 38 34 36 34 41

total 142 41 180 112 46 62 583



TF-IDF vs PMI
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Distributionally Similar Words
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Lin.  1998.  Automatic  Retrieval  and  Clustering  of  Similar  Words.  COLING-ACL.   


